
Since 1924, the CIMIER team has always lived for their brand and worked with enthusiasm, drive and
passion for their clients who recognise the value of a CIMIER watch and appreciate its aesthetics as well
as its reliable inner workings. CIMIER watches reflect the elemental values of the Swiss watchmaking
tradition - sophisticated, stylish, sporty, high-quality and an outstanding price-performance ratio.
Combining class and elegance with passion and determination, the designs of this brand new set of
CIMIER watches are inspired by QNET’s being the Official Direct Selling Partner of Manchester City.

 



Suitably made for the true ‘Citizens’, this exceptionally
designed automatic watch requires no batteries and
instead uses wrist movement to power itself, letting you
fuel your time with pure energy.

Take pride in the scratchproof sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating, latched onto a black genuine leather
strap representing the colours of Manchester City. With
a water resistance of up to 100 metres, this is the perfect
timepiece for the gentleman who wants to stay classy and
elegant while enjoying the world’s favourite sport.

SPECIFICATIONS

Case & Crown : Brushed/polished stainless steel 316L
   with black turning bezel
Caseback : Stainless steel 316L with mineral crystal 
   glass and engraved serial number
Glass : Scratchproof sapphire crystal with
   anti-reflective coating
Bracelet  : Black genuine leather with tongue buckle
Functions : Hour, Minute, Second, Date
Dimension : 49 mm
Water Resistance : 10 ATM (100 metres/330 feet)
Movement : Swiss Automatic – ETA 2824
Assembly : Swiss Made
Limited Edition : 1,880 pcs

WATCH CARE

For maximum performance, regularly wipe your watch
with a clean, soft cloth. Stains, water spots and dirt that
have accumulated on the case, crystal or bank may
cause premature wear. 

CARE FOR THE CRYSTAL SURFACE

• A watch may have a scratch-resistant sapphire crystal
 face, but that doesn't mean you should toss your watch
 on top of the dresser or into a drawer at the end of the day.
 It is better to store or wrap it in a soft cloth before placing
 it down.
• Replace broken or scratched crystals immediately.
 Even a hairline crack can let dust or moisture into the
 mechanism, affecting the accuracy.

CARE FOR METAL BRACELETS 

• If you participate in activities that cause you to sweat
 excessively, you may want to consider getting a watch
 with a metal bracelet or rubber strap, rather than a leather strap.
• Since the metal bracelet is worn next to the skin, it collects
 dust and perspiration, which becomes soiled if not cleaned
 regularly. This is particularly true of the inner mesh of the
 bracelet.
• When soil and rust are present in a bracelet, they are
 dissolved by perspiration and can cause staining of the
 cuffs and, in some instances, irritation of the skin.
• Wipe dirt and perspiration off with a soft, dry, lint-free cloth.
 If the watch is water resistant, you can occasionally clean
 the bracelet with a soft brush and warm soapy water. Dry
 the bracelet completely.
• A toothpick can also be used to clean any dirt that has
 built up in the bracelet or casing of the watch.

For more information, visit www.qnet.net 


